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Yesterday I just spoke a little bit about the proper attitude for a Zen person to

have as we greet the new year.  Always, every single time I speak, I tell you that to study

Zen means to study the nature of yourself,  means to study the nature of any existent

being.  I also have told you many times before that every being always has its home. Our

home is this great cosmos, and therefore to study the nature of the self means to study the

nature of the great cosmos.  All  selves have been born in this  world, all  selves have

appeared  here in  this  world and the teaching of Tathagata  Zen says that  the original

nature of that self at the moment of its birth is to already have its home. It further very

clearly teaches that when we ask what kind of a home that is, it is the great cosmos itself,

our house is this great universe.  Don’t forget therefore that although we say to study Zen

is to study the nature of the self, that includes the study of the nature of the great self that

we call home.  People may think that the study of the nature of this universe is irrelevant,

irrelevant to them because it doesn’t have anything to do with the nature of the self. As

Gutei, we always have this great cosmos as our home. So without throwing away that

thought, keeping that thought that we are always residing in this great cosmos, we should

continue our practice.  

So the now the question is this great cosmos. Buddhism also calls this cosmos

absolute space.  There is no absolute space other than absolute space itself.  This space is

neither subject nor object, Buddhism says that this space never exists without acting, it is

always in the state of activity.  As I just said, there is no you other than or apart from this

great cosmos itself, therefore we must study the nature of this great cosmos, and in fact

after all when we investigate the great cosmos we see that it too is acting compromised of

two fundamental activities.  The great universe exists having two opposite activities as its

content.  We can call them tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus going and thus coming ,or we
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can call them the activity of existing and the activity of not existing.  As I have been

telling you we can use many words to describe these two fundamental, mutually opposing

activities. For example we could also call them the expanding activity and the contracting

activity.   A simple way of expressing these two opposite  activities is  to call  one the

activity that forms man and to call the other one the activity that forms woman.  The

activities of living and dying are also mutually opposing each other.  These two activities

of  living  and  dying  are  the  activity  that  forms  this  great  cosmos.   The  position  of

Buddhism is to define these two activities of existing and non existing, plus and minus,

having  and  not  having,  to  be  the  original  activities  of  this  earth  itself.   They  never

disappear and they never appear new, they are the original activities of the universe.  The

teaching of Buddhism says that these are the fundamental activities that comprise the

universe and we can further see that these two activities working  together alternately

give birth to existent beings and lead those existent beings to annihilation.  

From the very start until the very end, Zen practice is to study the nature of these

two activities.   Through the  seeing  clearly  into  the  nature  of  these  two fundamental

activities, Buddhism concludes that it is the nature of the self to be born and die over and

over.  That the self has as its very content the activities of birth and death.  Therefore it is

a mistake to think “I’d like to live, but I hate death..” Its equally a mistake to think I like

dying, but I don’t like living.  The teaching of Buddhism says that sometimes, in some

cases, the living activity is taking the lead, and therefore the existent being is doing the

activity of living.   However it is not possible to complete the living activity through the

living activity only acting alone.  Inevitably,  the activity will get help from the dying

activity, and through that complete itself. We teach that when the living activity acts, it

will be supported by the dying activity, it will be aided by the dying activity and through

that  it  will  be  completed.   We  also  however  teach  that  when  the  living  activity  is

completed then the dying activity will begin to take the lead, and then the dying activity

will also reach a state of completion.  The state of the completion of the living activity

which occurs through the living activity taking the lead, and the state of the completion of
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the dying activity which occurs from the dying activity taking the lead, are both states of

the perfect complete self. They both are states that have all of living and dying as their

content.  To say it one more time, what we call living is the living activity taking the lead

being aided by the dying activity until the living activity is completed.  Then what we say

when we say dying, that means the dying activity taking the lead but she cannot complete

herself through acting alone, she is also aided by the living activity and then completion

is manifest. 

If you are taught to attach to the living activity, and despise the dying activity to

be true, and then you come in here and the you come and hear a Zen talk, you’ll think its

very strange.  When we say the perfect or complete condition that means the state that

has both living and dying totally as its content.  Buddhism however teaches that there are

two places of completion.  There is the place of completion which occurs  through the

living activity leading being helped by the dying activity, and there is also a place of

completion,  a perfect place that is manifest  through the dying activity taking the lead

being aided by the living activity.  

Tathagata Zen means to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows this fundamental

principle through studying it and through practicing it.  If you are able to manifest the

wisdom that  knows that  the  very nature  of  people  is  to  have  these two fundamental

activities as our content (and not just people but bugs and plants and all existences have

these  same  very  two  activities  as  there  content),  if  you  can  manifest  that  wisdom

naturally you will see just how unacceptable wars and fighting and conflict are.  The plus

activity  is  the  expanding  activity,  when the  expanding  activity  is  leading  it  is  being

helped  by  the  contracting  activity.  This  state  of  expanding  leading  being  helped  by

contracting is called the manifestation of the Dharma activity state of living.  The term

Dharma  activity  or  Dharma  nature  is  referring  to  these  two  fundamental  opposing

activities working together.  An enlightened person  means someone who has manifested

the  wisdom  that  knows  the  Dharma  activity,  an  enlightened  person  means  to  be

enlightened to the nature of the Dharma activity.  When the expanding living activity is
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taking the lead and completes the living activity, completes the plus expanding activity,

that is called the manifestation of the ultimately large world.  Ultimately large means

larger than the very largest.  This is what we call the manifestation of the ultimate truth,

the manifestation of reality itself,  the manifestation of freedom.  When the ultimately

large world is manifest, then next the dying minus activity takes the lead and is helped by

the living plus activity until the ultimately small cosmos is then manifest.  The Dharma

activity manifests the great universe, and the activity of the great universe repeats the

manifestations of ultimately large and ultimately small over and over again.  Tathagata

Zen  says sit zazen strongly and contemplate this activity of the great cosmos.  Of course

that means contemplating the nature of the self.  Both manifestations of the ultimately

large and ultimately small are states in which there is absolutely no doubt.  If you have

any doubts about ultimately large and small conditions than you can’t yet be said to be

studying Zen.  In exactly the same way as the universe, the nature of the self is also an

activity that constantly repeats the manifestations of the ultimately large and ultimately

small.   In  our  pasts,  if  we look upon our  own pasts,  we were doing the  activity  of

ultimately large and ultimately small.  Facing the future as well,  we will  be doing the

same activity of  ultimately large and ultimately small.  There is no exhausting of the

ultimately large or the ultimately small. This is what Buddhism means when it says that

originally there is neither appearing nor disappearing, our original nature is neither to live

nor to die because neither of these conditions are fixated, they are constantly repeated.  It

is only when we lean toward one side of either living or dying  that we begin to feel for

example, that we love living ,but hate dying.  

Buddhism however further teaches that we human beings are unique animals, we

are different from other animals or birds or fish or mosquitoes or plants, we have gone

through certain processes that have led us to a development of consciousness.  Buddhism

says that we are existent beings that have developed this special sort of consciousness

that has likes and dislikes, loves and hates, thinks that some things are good and some are

bad.   Zen  practice  is  also  the  practice  of  seeing  clearly  into  why  the  good/evil
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consciousness, the loving and hating sort of consciousness arises.  Everybody has gone

through experiences of loving or hating, thinking things are good or evil, thinking things

are beautiful or ugly.  It is the very same Dharma activity that develops the consciousness

of existent beings into the sort of consciousness that has loves and hates, that recognizes

good and evil.  Yet, the Dharma activity always moves forward, ever forward, and never

fixates on anything.  The Dharma activity does not attach to loving or hating, to thoughts

of good or evil.  It always moves on, moves forward, without attaching.  It is simply the

nature of the Dharma activity to never attach to anything.

Within the Dharma activity we can recognize origins and results.  The condition

of the result will always be manifest.  However, the Dharma activity never stops within

the  result,  never  attaches  to  the  result.   The  Dharma activity  never  thinks  about,  or

attaches to the result.  The dharma activity never thinks “I like this result.  I hate that

result.”  The Dharma activity never attaches to good or evil.

Therefore  a  human being who manifests  the  Dharma activity  completely  also

never attaches to anything.  That is freedom. 

The  moment,  however,  you  attach  then  problems  arise.   It  is  alright  to  have

feelings about life and death, beauty and ugliness, but the moment you attach to your

feelings then you will come to stop in your loves and hates.  The teaching of Buddhism

says that it is when you attach to your self that you begin to love life and hate death, love

beauty and hate ugliness in an attached way.  Buddhism rejects the activity of attachment

by saying that it is simply not possible to manifest the perfect Dharma activity when the

condition of being attached is manifest.  You cannot freely follow the Dharma activity

and do the activity of attachment at the same time.  The "I am" self who attaches to things

is not the perfect Dharma activity, but merely a by-product of the Dharma activity itself.

It  is  impossible  to manifest  yourself  as  the perfect  Dharma activity  itself  and do the

activity of attaching.  

It is, actually, very important to attach to things.  And yet Buddhism says that it is

not a good thing to attach.  The correct way to meet with good and evil is to not attach to
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good and evil.  We can speak of correct good, correct evil, or incorrect evil.  These are

referring to meeting with good or evil, but not attaching to them, and always going on to

manifest the complete Dharma activity.  

Buddhism, therefore, says that it is necessary to be able to teach what good and

evil  are,  what  beauty  and ugliness  are.   The  more  you investigate  the  results  of  the

Dharma activity the more you will enter into the depths of this world.  The more you

study the results of the Dharma activity the more you will see how profound this world is.

The conclusion that the investigation  called Buddhism comes to is that the only

true freedom is to follow the Dharma activity.

Finally we can now get to today’s koan.  Of course this koan called Gutei’s finger

is expressing the Dharma activity.  Gutei was an osho who was the abbot of a temple

called Kinkazan.  Gutei was an osho who first opened his eyes to what it really means to

be a Zen monk at the time when he was abbot of Kinkazan.  Although he was the abbot

of Kinkazan, when he began being abbot there he had not yet manifested the wisdom that

knows the nature of the Dharma activity.  Although the time in which Gutei lived was a

time in which Tathagata Zen was very popular, we should also not forget that there were

many  oshos  at  that  time,  many  who  were  abbots  of  temples,  who  were  not  able  to

manifest the wisdom that clearly grasps the Dharma activity.  

Now there are many people in Europe and America who are studying Zen, but

hearing about how it was in Gutei’s time should help you to understand whether all of the

people who are teaching Zen these days are enlightened or not.  

After all, the Dharma activity is the activity that manifests ultimately large and

ultimately small over and over again.  This was the very activity that Gutei Osho came to

be able to manifest when he was abbot of Kinkazan.  He won the wisdom for himself that

knew the Dharma activity when he was abbot of Kinkazan.  

We are not told exactly what Gutei was doing, some people may think he was

working in the garden, or sitting zazen in the garden, but I think the best way to imagine

it is to imagine him sitting zazen in the zendo.  One day he was sitting zazen in the zendo.
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But when I say "zendo" don’t think of it as some sort of grand place.  It was more like a

miserable cabin-like zendo he was sitting in.  Then a nun came to visit.  She entered the

zendo, and keeping her hat on, she circumambulated the place he was sitting three times.

Then she said, "If you can give me some sort of a greeting I will take off my hat."   She

was a nun, so that means she was a woman.  Gutei was an osho, a man.  This not-a-man

person, nun with her hat still on, comes into the zendo and circumambulates Gutei three

times.  This action of circling three times is an action that shows great respect.  Or maybe

Gutei  was  working  in  the  garden,  and  maybe  the  nun  with  her  hat  still  on

circumambulated him three times, and said, "Greet me!  Open up your mouth and say

something!  If you can open your mouth and speak I will take off my hat."  But Gutei just

could not find anything to say.  He couldn’t respond.  He couldn’t answer.  He just sat

there silent.  That is just the way it is, isn’t it?  A man meets a woman, a monk meets a

nun, man and woman face each other, and he cannot find anything to say.  It seems as if

Gutei was a very serious practitioner, and so it was probably even more difficult for him

to say anything here!  

I wonder why he did not just say, "I am a man, and you are a woman."  Why

couldn’t he have greeted her like this?  Or why was he unable to say, "You and I share

this one world as our home.  Where have you come from?"  Why couldn’t he ask her a

question like that?  After all Gutei was an osho!  He was the abbot of this temple!  What

is the matter with him?!  Why can’t he answer in some way that stands firmly upon the

principle of the activity of the fundamental two opposing functions?  

The bell rang, "ching,"  where did that sound come from?  And all of you who

heard the sound, where did you come from? 

If you really can manifest the wisdom that understands the principle of where you

have come from then you will also be able to manifest the wisdom that Gutei and the nun

are manifesting one world together.

There is no need to ask questions about things you do not understand.  Because

this nun did understand she asks Gutei.  Because there is nothing she doesn’t understand
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she can forthrightly question Gutei.  If there were something that she did not understand

then she wouldn’t have asked anything.  Most people, however, aren’t like that.  Most

people ask other people questions because they do not understand something.  But, truly

there is no need to ask about what you don’t understand.  

If you are a Zen monk you should be able to understand the nature of this meeting

between Gutei and the nun.  Gutei and the nun are able to meet because they share one

place  of  residence.   There  is  no  need  to  fight.   Why  wasn’t  he  even  able  to  say,

"Welcome!  Thanks for coming!"  Gutei, in fact, was not able to answer at all.  So, the

nun immediately began to leave.  Then, finally, as she was already on her way out,  Gutei

thought of something.  He finally spoke, "It is already getting dark.  Why don’t you stay

here tonight, rest well, and continue on your journey in the morning?"   But, then the nun

said, "Be that as it may, can’t you say something that speaks directly to our meeting?

Tell  me  about  the  meeting  between  us  itself!"   Again  Gutei  was  unable  to  answer.

Because he was unable to answer the nun concluded that he was simply someone who

does not understand the Dharma activity, and so she left.  

Meeting and separating, both, occur through the Dharma activity.  If you know the

Dharma activity you should be able to stand up straight and say, "Gutei should have said

This!" 

But the bell did ring, so I will continue this story tomorrow.

終

The End
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